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G O L D  –  Substance and Fiction, 2015–2018  
Six colour-primed, textured-plaster wall panels covered in raw gold leaf (range of alloys).  

Various dimensions, six sites 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
Sites   
Six pivot points have been created between the Swiss National Bank’s historic Altbau building in Berne and 

the new connecting structure. The corridor end walls here are accented both vertically and horizontally by a 

total of six wall panels covered in raw gold leaf (two per floor, various colour tones) which people can 

experience when walking up or down the stairs. 

 
GOLD 

Equipped with multiple refineries, Switzerland is one of the world’s leading producers of fine gold. Gold not 

only plays an important role in international finance but, thanks to its unique properties, it also features in 

numerous industrial products. Furthermore, gold has long been closely associated with human cultural 

development, as evidenced by the many gold artefacts that have been unearthed since classical antiquity.  

 

Real vs fictional value 
Gold has both a real, material side and an intangible, fictional side. Hans Danuser’s art intervention explores 

this dichotomy in the context of the SNB’s work and addresses the complex question of what value is and 

how it is measured. 

 

The substance and its colour  
There is gold, and then there is gold. Before being refined for commercial use (parting, rinsing, recombination 

via smelting) and cast into standard bars with a purity of 99.99%, gold is an ore that is mined worldwide in a 

variety of social settings. As it is often naturally alloyed with other elements like copper, silver, platinum, 

palladium or nickel, this raw gold reduced from ore will have a different colour tone depending on the location 

and geological characteristics of the mine. Highlighting these geological differences, each of the six wall 

panels has its own unique colour tone: rose gold, almond white, golden yellow, peach yellow, white gold and 

gold ochre. Against the impressive, textured plasterwork, the raw gold hammered into ultra-thin sheets using 

ancient goldbeating techniques creates a distinctive, multifaceted visual effect. 
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